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Generally Axial fans are used where there is a need for
a large volume of air or gas flow. The fan works by moving air parallel to the axis of rotation. This type of fan is
best suited to low-resistance, high flow applications.
Axial fans have widely varied operation characteristics
which depend upon blade width, shape, tip speed and
number of blades.
Commonly, the size of fan for an air-cooled heat exchanger is less than 4.3 metres in diameter and has 4
blades whereas a wet cooling tower requires a larger
fan approximately 8.5 metres with 8 blades. (for further
information about what type of fan you require, please
call our helpful team on the numbers shown.)
Fans come in many sizes ranging from 30 centimeters
to over 25 metres in diameter for ease of selection for
your application.
The considerations for selecting a fan are many and
varied; examples of the parameters are
 Fan Diameter

 Air temperature at plane of
fan
 Fan elevation above mean
seal level or air density at fan
 Fan speed in either tip (FPM)
or rotational speed (RPM)
 Velocity recovery stack required or installed?
 Noise restrictions

 Airflow required for heat transfer duty
 Actual static pressure from the sum of all resistances to airflow

 What is the allowable horsepower?
 Air temperature at the fan ensure it does not exceed
maximum fan operating or
startup temperatures
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